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The customer, a global information technology company, has been using Micro Focus PPM since
November 2012, primarily to manage project, resources, detailed financials, and time entries of long-term
projects. Cost lines in project financial summaries would number in the 100’s and often be in multiple
currencies. As a highly mature customer, they also rely heavily on portfolio management scenario
comparisons while leveraging the product’s unique capabilities in this area. While many customers look to
leverage the UI of the XLI to garner efficiencies in managing their data and processes, the customer was
also looking to leverage XLI’s unique capabilities to replace customizations with out-of-the-box XLI
functionality and enforce business rules not possible otherwise.

THE SOLUTION
The Excel Interface (XLI) by PPMetrics is the first and only true connector between PPM and Microsoft
Excel. It is a seamless, turnkey solution that provides the following key capabilities:
• Create Excel-based PPM reports
• Retrieve, create, and update individual or
multiple PPM objects at once
• Compatible with MS Excel 20xx and PPM 9.x
• Retain the integrity of the PPM security model • Zero customizations to the Micro Focus code
base
and referential data (“Validations”)
• Implement advanced governance and control • No client-side installation or configuration – simply
capabilities
download and use

USE CASES
Unique XLI Capabilities
Financial Management was the primary module for the implementation, including several unique XLI
capabilities:
• Lock down desired financial periods (e.g. prevent updating actuals for past months)
• Security to prevent expense owner linked to each financial line from viewing/editing lines that do not
belong to them
• Stronger concurrency management and conflict resolution to prevent multiple expense owners from
updating the same financial summary without ever losing updates
• Entry of multiple currencies on the same financial summary

General XLI Capabilities
Given the large number of lines in the Customer’s financial summaries, the XLI was able to provide a
faster and convenient method to update data. Along the same line, they were looking for a better UI for
managing their Staffing Profiles. Lastly, the XLI was able to provide a faster ability to approve a large
number of time sheets while viewing all their details.

THE IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation lasted several weeks with services delivered onsite and remotely. The XLI product
was first installed and then set up with basic configurations before making changes to support the
customer’s unique needs. After several sessions between the customer’s PPM team and the PPMetrics
development team, the XLI core product was enhanced to support their unique use cases, e.g. multicurrency, expense owner security. As of the creation of this case study, six months have passed since the
go-live and the XLI has been operating smoothly no critical issues or shutdowns.

THE ROAD AHEAD
Given their immediate success with the XLI, customer plans to expand its use in the near future. Along
with an increase in users, they seek to broaden the XLI functionality including:
•
XLI reporting
•
Request management
•
Time Submissions
For more information, visit www.ppmetrics.com or email info@ppmetrics.com

